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Minutes of the Learning Disability Partnership Board – held on  
21 April 2022 at 10.00 via Microsoft Teams 
 
Welcome and introductions - Jill Broomhall 
 

Minutes from the previous meeting 

Jill Broomhall and Mark Hughes went through the minutes / actions from the last meeting:  
 

• Hate Crime statistics: ACTION: Jill Broomhall will also follow up with Peter Crowcroft. 

Peter Crowcroft has now been promoted into another role and Clare Jessom will attend the 

board, Jill will invite Clare.  Hate Crime statistics – Dana Reilly attending today’s meeting.  

Action completed. 

• Mark Hughes to chase contact up within the Public Health Team – ongoing.  Public Health to 
allocate this role within their team.  Susie Roberts is attending the board. Action 
completed. 

• Mark will speak to Gerard Buckley about a video and asked that Sarah sends relevant 
information about a possible new member to Mark and Gerard.  ACTION: will be addressed 
at the at next Self Advocates meeting in February.  Sarah advised this will be followed up 
through the Community Inclusion group in coming meetings.  

• ACTION: Gerard will update the Board with any progress made on the accommodation 
project – update during today’s meeting. 

• Stay up late - ACTION: Sarah Jacklin to approach providers and update be provided at 
the next Board meeting – update during today’s meeting. 

• Facilitating easier access for medical appointments - ACTION: Tracey agreed this was a 
good suggestion and she will take this back to the primary care networks. 
Tracey said there was no specific update on facilitating access, it’s not a quick conversation, 
but will link into the Health sub group’s work.  It’s a wider piece of work which needs to involve 
the primary care teams and Comms teams; it links with access for people who don’t have 
digital/online skills or equipment, with a varied cohort, e.g. the elderly and part of a larger 
agenda.  The CCG will work through primary care colleagues re engagement for booking 
appointments and Tracey will update the Health Sub Group with progress.  Action ongoing 
via Health Sub Group. 

• The minutes were accepted as an accurate record. 
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Partnership Board Sub Groups 
 
Health Sub Group 
 

• Mark Hughes advised the Health sub group met on 
Tuesday 19 April.  It was a good meeting, and the improved 
uptake of annual health checks across Cheshire was 
announced, Cheshire has exceeded the 70% target, with 78% 
achieved; the work undertaken has been good, so everyone 
who supported this from social care and Zoe from Care4CE 
supported living networks and Health, must take the credit as 
resources were combined to deliver the result.  The group is 
now looking to producing an Easy Read survey on experiences 
of annual health checks, what it was like, how could it be better; 
questions have been discussed.  Claire attended the meeting 
and suggested from the self-advocate perspective it needs to be 

concise, so as not to deter participation.  This would be shared with individual practices and will 
hopefully improve the experience for the Learning Disability community.   

• Colin Jacklin asked if the target could therefore be stretched for the following year, how can we 
do better, and if we can, what would a realistic target be and how can we achieve it? 

• Tracey Matthews from Cheshire CCG said the target is set by NHS England with an aim of 
increasing this to 75% by 2023/24.  Tracey explained the starting point was zero, no systems 
were in place initially, it’s still in development in various parts of the country and most CCGs 
don’t focus on the number itself, so even though the target has been exceeded we need to look 
at the meaning behind the figure.  It’s an average, some practices achieve 90%, some patients 
may have refused a check, some are very low, well under 70%.  The CCG have a breakdown 
and share this with practices and network groups.  It’s a work in progress, focus is to reduce 
variation.  A survey will be very important to do, as within practices with lower uptakes we don’t 
know if it’s the type of invitation or the experience which reduces participation.  The CCG is 
concerned with quality, so a survey is a good starting point.  Good health checks feed into the 
screening programmes led by Public Health England: bowel, breast, cervical – those numbers 
are linked.   We are trying to connect all these areas and focus on quality and look at the 
improving of health outcomes for people.  

  
Community Inclusion Sub Group & Self Advocates Group 
 

• Gerard Buckley reported back on the work of the Community Inclusion 
Sub Group and Self Advocates Group. 

• Stay Up Late and Gig Buddies are on the agenda for the forthcoming  
Conference.  Zoe Brakewell has provided a good example within 
Cheshire East settings to enable people to undertake activities in the 
evening and 1st Enable would also like to come on board.  We need to 
challenge working practices to enable people to attend events.  At the 
next meeting we would like to work with contract managers and look at 
contracts; there are currently pressures on providers, but we need to work 
together. 

• Claire said she would be very interested and excited to take part.  Claire does have a social life 
of her own, she goes out with friends, stays out till 11.30, gets dropped back home; her parents 
are older and can’t stay out.  Some people just stay in their rooms and play online games, 
some people are scared to go out, Claire does hear things like that, and we need to help more 
people in the LD community to be out at night. 

• In terms of Housing and the accommodation offer, there is a pilot group comprising of Self 
Advocates and parents and carers working with us and developers on a project in Congleton, 
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working to shape what accommodation would look like for the LD community there. This will 
include a site meeting. This will take around 18 months to complete. 

• ACTION: Tracey suggested that she would contact Lorraine Hayes from Cheshire CCG 
to ask her to join the Community Sub Group. 

• Glyn commented the pilot group was a good initiative and care needs in accommodation also 
must also be discussed as well as the physical requirements. Some providers don’t offer much 
flexibility as shift patterns are set. In some setting staff turnover is a big issue too and it’s very 
difficult for the residents and disorientating. 

• In terms of the Self Advocates meetings, Gerard stated that a lot of people are now weary of 
on-line Teams meetings and possibly reluctant to take part, and often Self Advocates are out 
doing things during the day. We would like more Self Advocates and parents/carers to attend 
and participate.  It was agreed that need to reassess how to approach this, and possibly look at 
the timing of meetings, which could be held in the evenings. 

• Claire added she would not mind at all if meetings were held in the evening. 

• ACTION: Gerard to raise the time of meetings at the next Self Advocates Group. 
 

 

Hate Crime Statistics 
 
• Dana Reilly shared a presentation on screen showing Hate Crime statistics, which is included 

below for reference.  
 

HATE CRIME 

OVERVIEW (002).pptx 
 

• Comments and questions: 

• Following the presentation Jill Broomhall commented that the number of disability related 
crimes is quite high and wondered if Self Advocates were aware what a hate crime is, that 
being called a name is not acceptable behaviour. 

• Claire said she had not been called ‘names’ but has heard such stories on the news and it is 
upsetting that people can be like that; Claire has a hidden disability but wears a sunflower 
lanyard. 

• Dana said it can also be an issue of perception on the part of the victim and how it affects 
people, some would report the matter, some don’t.  Some people feel it’s “not worth bothering 
the police about”, but also don’t understand the scale of the problem. 

• Dana said a colleague called Claire Jesson will be joining the board, and she will be able to 
better feedback, Dana’s role is in analysis, specific detailed analyses could be requested and 
are possible, and Dana would need to request time from management to complete any such 
pieces of work. 

• Sarah Jacklin said a question which often came back from groups was on-line safety, hate 
crime is also targeted on-line.  There do not appear to be any Easy Read documents to share 
for being safe on-line, we could do more work on understanding what hate crime means.  The 
Herbert Protocol exists for dementia, there is an Autism Alert card but nothing obvious for 
Learning Disabilities.  This would make the police more aware of hidden disabilities. 

• ACTION: Jill Broomhall will raise on-line safety at the Safer Cheshire East Partnership 
meeting this afternoon. 

• Mark commented the data Dana had provided would be very useful when reviewing our 
Strategy, the figures seem high and Learning Disabilities figures high also. 

• Dana added that there is a single point of contact for hate crime and this is a force priority. 
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• Colin commented that more detail on the statistics could be useful, such as age of 
perpetrators, locations of incidents, e.g., is it kids on the school bus in which case awareness 
raising could be done with schools; stats could provide the trigger points. 

• Jill thanked Dana for attending and for the information.  Jill added Peter Crowcroft would be 
missed but is very pleased Claire will join the board. 

 

 
Coffee break   
 
 

Learning Disability Strategy Review 2021/22 
 
Mark Hughes shared a presentation with us on screen; the slides 
showed what we have achieved for people with learning disabilities 
under of the priority areas within the strategy during 21/22, and 
what progress has been made against each key priority.  Mark also 
outlined the challenges and barriers we face in delivering on these 
priorities. 
 
A copy of the presentation can be found below. 
 

LD Strategy Review 

2021-22 (002).pdf  
 
Comments and questions: 

• Jill thanked Mark for the presentation and commented how comprehensive it was. 

• Claire said she was preparing a talk for the LD Conference.  She will talk about her late 
diagnosis, how it has impacted her and what she has been through.  She will get help with her 
speech from Emma Surtees, East LD Practice Manager and Mark Hughes will also talk to 
Claire and Tom about their involvement in the conference. 

• Colin explained supported internships in case the board were not familiar with the scheme.  It 
is a specific programme for 16-24 year olds with Education Health & Care Plans, it’s not an 
academic qualification, but a 6 month programme of work with intensive support in a place of 
work.  Access to Employment help to train and enable the participant to get from home to work, 
manage their independence.  Previously there were 10 providers in the scheme, now there are 
50+.  The participant receives systematic and structured skills training, then skills within a job 
are negotiated with the employer resulting in paid work.  The scheme has worked well and has 
a good conversion rate of 79% from training into employment.  At present the scheme is only 
open to 16-24, but a broader scheme is being launched, for any age and not just for those with 
an EHCP, so that’s good progress. 

• Susie Roberts from the Public Health Team said as this was her first board meeting, it was 
very useful to view such a comprehensive plan.  Susie’s Public Health role will see her working 
on the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) which will help with the understanding of the 
health and wellbeing of the population.  The JSNA work programme is set for 2022/23 and has 
been agreed by a multi partner steering group, for so people with learning disabilities the 
Partnership Board can help to influence the scope of this. 

• Tracey thanked Mark for the presentation, very helpful and asked if this could be shared more 
widely with the CCG and Health partners; Mark agreed that it can.  Health are dealing with 
similar issues, workforce, pressures with providers and we can support each other and work 
together especially in areas such as accommodation and respite where we share common 
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difficulties.  For the next financial year it would be helpful to complete needs analysis together 
for funding bids. 
Tracey also mentioned a skilled workforce, the right skills are needed to support people for 
example, short break where it is a struggle for the client to remain at home and so prevent 
hospital admissions, or intensive support away from home for a short time or on a temporary 
basis, we need to collaborate on data and information, more analysis is needed, to determine 
what the local needs are and plan accordingly.   

• Mark added that for people with complex needs coming out of hospital settings significant 
planning is needed to secure appropriate accommodation. A lot of work is undertaken with 
developers and care providers. 

 

Carers – update 
 
• Jill Stenton advised that the new All Age Carers Strategy will be published shortly and Jill will 

share this with the board.  Through this process they engaged with 1500 carers pus 800 young 
carers; it will be very informative.  They found behaviour insights for young carers, the 
pressures they face and how difficult it has been during the Covid pandemic for everyone. 

• We spoke to older, younger and adult carers and how they felt through the pandemic, which 
has not yet gone away. 

• The board were shown the graphic scribe which has been produced – please see the link 
https://youtu.be/8SrKTmCenJs 

• This is being shown in hospitals, in some GP practices and will be available to social 
prescribers. 

• The video played an integral role, so needs to be promoted widely. 

• Five priorities have been identified in the strategy, through engagement, and we have been 
using Live Well, Take a Break has been successful for a community respite offer; some carers 
only need a few hours, or a sitting service, or night sitting service.  Jill provided an example 
where a carer was able to go next door, watch her favourite television programme, have a 
good night’s sleep and return to her caring responsibilities the next morning refreshed. 

• We have also looked at working carers and have produced policy and procedure for Cheshire 
East staff.  We held 2 development support sessions for staff, and had 38 people on the call, 
previously we had only known of 15.  So we will do a piece of work to link with Health, an 
integrated partnership and update the board with progress. 

• There are 9.3 million unpaid carers in the UK; 

• 4.8 million increase since Covid; 

• 2.4 million are working carers. 

• The service specification is nearly ready for the All Age Carers Hub, and has been shared with 
the Carers Forum. 

• A bid via NHS England has been successful, Countess of Chester and Leighton Hospitals 
collaborated, launched pilot how to support carers on hospital discharge, a success.  There is 
now a carer champion on wards; a digital platform “Mobilise”, an information platform to 
support carers. This has worked well in Shropshire and links with targeting an older cohort.  
We have had 38 referrals so far,  

• We have linked with GP practices and social prescribers to support carers and launched Carer 
Aware. 

• E-learning – we have students piloting to see how it works and social prescribers.  This will be 
tailored to CEC and will deliver prompt cards to support social care staff, who will be care 
ambassadors. 

• Jill Broomhall thanked Jill Stenton for the update and commented what a terrific piece of work. 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/8SrKTmCenJs
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LD Conference 
 
• Mark Hughes advised the agenda is ready, the event will be held on 20 June 2022 and 

Cranage De Vere Estate.  invitations to guests will be sent next week. The audience will 
include professionals, self advocates, carers, providers and board members.  We have guest 
speakers including Stay up Late and examples of lived experience such as Claire’s talk. 

• Jill expressed her hope that the board could attend, it a way for us to appreciate those who 
have need of our services and who deliver our services. 

• ACTION: Jill Broomhall will forward details to Cllr. Flavell.   

• ACTION: Invite to be circulated to all LD Partnership Board members. 
 

Any Other business 
 
• Sarah mentioned the recent information sent out for the summer ball 

hosted by Meet ‘n Match in Crewe, which is £30 per ticket or £50 for 
two people.  Sarah did question the pricing with them, and they are 
struggling to make this more affordable. Sarah will link with CE Social 
Action Partnership and see if any sponsorship options could be found 

• 1st Enable want to engage with Stay Up Late.  Zoe from Rossendale 
said they are looking at holding a Winter Ball again, so there is progress 
with evening events in the Borough. 

• Cllr Bulman, attending for Cllr Flavell, commented how impressive all 
the work undertaken was. She thanked the board for the contributions.  

• Claire asked on Zoe’s behalf if there was a plan to update the website as it felt very out of date 
– Gerard said this is in process.  Claire is also looking forward to giving her LD Conference 
talk. 

• Glyn commented that Mark Hughes had provided a very good summary of the LD Strategy 
Review. 

 
Jill thanked everyone for attending and is looking forward to seeing everyone is person over tea 
and cake at the LD conference in June. 
 
Meeting closed at 12:14. 

 
Date of next meeting:  Thursday 21 July 2022 at 10.00 a.m. via MS Teams.   
 
Members and visitors who came to the meeting 

Jill Broomhall (Chair)  Director of Adult Social Care, Cheshire East Council 
Mark Hughes    Senior Commissioning Manager, Cheshire East Council 
Claire     Self-advocate 

Glyn      Parent / carer 
Cllr Carol Bulman   attending for Cllr Kathryn Flavell 
Jill Stenton Senior Commissioning Manager, Cheshire East Council 

Gerard Buckley   Integrated Commissioning Manager, Cheshire East Council 
Joanne Hobson   Operations Manager, CARE4CE 
Sarah Jacklin   Local Area Co-ordinator, Cheshire East Council 
Colin Jacklin   Supported Employment, Cheshire East Council  
Susie Roberts   Public Health Consultant, Cheshire East Council 
Dana Reilly    Research & Business Intelligence Analyst, Cheshire Police  
Tracey Matthews      Programme Lead, LD & Autism, Cheshire CCG 
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Anna Tendyra Administrator, Business Support & Finance, Cheshire East 
Council - Minutes 

 
 
People who said they could not come to the meeting 

Keith Evans Head of Service for Learning Disabilities, Mental Health and 

Continuing Healthcare, Cheshire East Council 

Louise Hill    Locality Manager, LD Team / CHC, Cheshire East Council 
Siobain Peters Occupational Therapist - Community LD Team (CWP) 
Councillor Kathryn Flavell Children’s and Families, Cheshire East Council 
Mandy Co-chair of the CE Parent Carer Forum, Parent/ carer 
Tom     Co-chair and self-advocate 

Alan & Carol   Self Advocates 


